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just happen to think that doing a little honest toil for one's community ought to be part of that load.

A note on ideology: I personally am not a revolutionary, nor do I happen to think that the methods of revolution will accomplish anything particularly desirable either in our society or at this institution. I do happen to think that a little intelligence and a lot of sweat can accomplish something. For evidence, I call on anyone who graduated from this place four or more years ago. The changes are not nearly complete. They will not happen by themselves however. We are going to have to get out and push.

If we're good and we're lucky, we might just get out and push. If we are not asked for much, we might just happen to think that doing a little honest toil for one's community ought to be part of that load.

One more thing: the issue of the Student Homophile League's proposed mixer will come up again tonight at the General Assembly's meeting in the Sala. I've talked to a few people about it and found myself in disagreement with just about everyone in one respect. No matter how people felt, pro or con, they seemed to think it was a simple issue. Either it was out of the question that the League be allowed to hold a mixer or it was completely obvious that they should get the space. I personally don't believe the issue to be simple and I hope that nobody forgets that real people, fellow students if you will, both homo-sexual and hetero, are at the center of the issue. The General Assembly did the right thing two weeks ago to table the issue for study and if we are lucky, we may yet set things to rights.

Just a few more people who think it might be fun and part of the methods of revolution might be more than we would have otherwise.

We're not asking for much, just a few more people who think it might be fun and part of their education to try to change this place around. If you happen to be interested in that sort of thing, or if you just want to register a complaint or need help in coping with a hostile environment, give us a call at x2996.

FOR APPOINTMENT, PHONE 664-5288

OPEN SATURDAYS

5 Year Renewable Term
Savings Bank Life Insurance

Based on current dividend rates, these are the annual net payments for 5 years if purchased at age 25. If purchase made at earlier age, payments are less.

$25,000 for less than $55 a year
$20,000 for less than $50 a year
$15,000 for less than $45 a year
$10,000 for less than $40 a year
$5,000 for less than $15 a year

CAMBRIDGEPORT
SAVINGS BANK
689 Massachusetts Avenue
Right In Central Square
864-5270
Cambridge, Mass.

Savings Bank Life Insurance
America's lowest-cost life insurance for all Ordinary Life, Endowment, and Renewable Term policies

Cambridgeport Savings Bank

Please send me Low Cost Term Insurance booklet

Name:

City:

Telephone Number:

Date of Birth:

Diana’s Barber Shop for Men
332 MASSACHUSETTS AVE., CAMBRIDGE
Located next to Seymour Chevrolet
DIANA and MARILYN AT YOUR SERVICE
ALL TYPES OF HAIRCUTS HERE
Also razor cutting and beard trimming
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COOP NOMINATIONS

The stockholders of the Harvard Cooperative Society have nominated the following Directors and Officers:

DIRECTORS

STUDENT DIRECTORS

Joseph Abegg
M.I.T. ’72

George E. Christodoulou
Harvard College

Francisco G. Pastor
Harvard Business School

Richard E. Wassing
Harvard College ’73

Michael A. Wilson
Harvard College ’72

Donald G. McAnally
M.I.T. ’69

NON-STUDENT DIRECTORS

William G. Andrews
Professor of Law—Harvard

Louis J. Fraker
Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences for Harvard College ’73

Norton M. Brown
Instructor of Business Administration—M.B.A.

George S. Hillyer
Assistant Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences—M.B.A.

Louis Loss
William Nelson Cromwell Professor of Law—Harvard

Richard P. Beveridge
Executive Vice President and Treasurer of the Alumni Association—M.B.A.

Philip A. Blodgett
Vice President for Operations—M.I.T.

Robert E. Wilson
Athletic Director—Harvard

Charles M. Williams
George Bond Professor of Commercial Banking—Harvard Business School

OFFICERS

Mike P. Brown
President

Louis J. Fraker
Vice President & General Counsel

Melvin J. Kasper
Vice President—Commercial Banking

Charles M. Williams
Treasurer

Raymond A. Williams
Clerk

Patronage Return

IF A STUDENT SIGNS MORE THAN ONE PETITION, HIS SIGNATURE IS INVALID.

FOR MAKING ADDITIONAL NOMINATIONS

Pursuant to Article VI, 2, of the By-laws, newly elected student directors may be petitioned to sign a total of one hundred student members and file with the clerk the list of petitioning the manager of any of the four stores not later than 5 p.m., October 14, 1970. A signature will be valid unless the student designates his membership number and school and he is currently enrolled at Harvard. If a student signs more than one petition, his signature on each petition will be disregarded.

Pursuant to Article VI, 6, additional nominations for office-examining directors may be similarly made by petition signed by at least one hundred non-student members.

At their September 23, 1970, annual meeting the stockholders elected Alexander Zavelle, the General Manager, as Director.

As a result of the filing of vacancies at the stockholders' meeting, the ten stockholders of whom five are students, are:

John B. Butler
Director of Personnel—Harvard

John P. Elder
Dean of the Graduate School of Arts & Sciences—Harvard

Olive T. Ferrero
Director of University Health Services—Harvard

Nelson W. Hare
Professor of Music—M.I.T.

Robert J. Heilbroner
Graduate School—M.I.T.

Thomas M. Kivrin
Dean of Students—M.I.T.

John A. Leach
Kennedy School of Government—Harvard

D. Daniel Prince
Graduate School—M.I.T.

John V. Round
Harvard College ’71

Ronald J. Roshchen
Harvard Medical School ’72

Procedure for Making Additional Nominations

Pursuant to Article VII, 2, of the By-laws, an additional nomination for student directors may be accepted by petition signed by a total of one hundred student members and filed with the clerk by no later than 5 p.m., October 14, 1970. A signature will be valid unless the student designates his membership number and school and he is currently enrolled at Harvard. If a student signs more than one petition, his signature on each petition will be disregarded.